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Abstract

Worldwide, clinicians face the task of providing millions of patients with the best possible treatment and management of COPD.
Currently, management primarily involves short-term ‘here-and-now’ goals, targeting immediate patient benefit. However, although
there is considerable knowledge available to assist clinicians in minimising the current impact of COPD on patients, relatively little is
known about which dominant factors predict future risks. These predictors may vary for different outcomes, such as exacerbations,
mortality, co-morbidities, and the long-term consequences of COPD. We propose a new paradigm to achieve ‘optimal COPD care’ based
on the concept that here-and-now goals should be integrated with goals to improve long-term outcomes and reduce future risks. Whilst
knowledge on risk factors for poorer outcomes in COPD is growing and some data exist on positive effects of pharmacological
interventions, information on defining the benefits of all commonly used interventions for reducing the risk of various future disease
outcomes is still scarce. Greater insight is needed into the relationships between the two pillars of optimal COPD care: ‘best current
control’ and ‘future risk reduction’. This broader approach to disease management should result in improved care for every COPD patient
now and into the future. 
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Introduction
Clinicians are faced with the challenge of providing the best
possible management and therapies for patients with COPD.
There are several barriers to overcoming this challenge, including
the different effects of interventions on individual patients due to
heterogeneity within the COPD population, poor relationships
between symptoms and indices of disease severity, and limited
data on the effects of current management on long-term
outcomes in COPD.1,2

The pathophysiology of COPD is potentially more complex
than that of many other chronic disorders because of considerable
disease heterogeneity1 and weak relationships between objective

measurements used in daily practice (such as the forced expiratory
volume in one second [FEV1]) and patient-centred outcomes (such
as quality of life and walking distance).2 Consequently, more
specific information about patient characteristics and more robust,
directly informative clinical measurements may be needed to
guide COPD management.

Symptoms are notoriously poor predictors of disease diagnosis
and severity.2 Nevertheless, COPD management in primary care
focuses on immediate symptom reduction, mainly resulting from
the perceived ineffectiveness of pharmacological treatments to
change the progressive course of COPD and the opinion that
smoking cessation is the only disease modifier.3,4 Although new
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data support the efficacy of existing pharmacological treatments
on prevention of exacerbations,5,6 together with some effect on
lung function decline7,8 and improved survival,9 many clinicians
remain sceptical. Additionally, non-pharmacological treatment
options in secondary care – including pulmonary rehabilitation,
lung volume reduction surgery, oxygen therapy and influenza
vaccination – have successfully improved well-being and/or the
prognosis of COPD, but are often not considered.

Since current COPD management in general practice still
focuses primarily on immediate patient benefit, greater attention
to long-term goals should also be advocated as evidence evolves
that interventions may impact on long-term disease progression
and/or hospitalisations. This is sometimes even independent of any
effect they may or may not have on current symptoms. Clinicians
already apply this broader approach to risk factors such as
hypertension and hypercholesterolaemia in the context of
preventing the long-term sequelae of cardiovascular disease.10

Treatments to reduce high blood pressure, body mass index, and
serum cholesterol are nowadays prescribed independently of any
acute effects on current symptoms. 

We believe that our knowledge base has progressed to a level
where this approach should now also be considered in COPD.
Therefore, we propose a new paradigm for the management of
COPD based on the concept that ‘here-and-now’ goals to
minimise current impact on an individual patient should be
integrated with goals to achieve better long-term outcomes and
reduce future risks. The terminologies introduced in this concept
paper – ‘optimal COPD care’, ‘best current control’, and ‘future
risk reduction’ – have been chosen to reflect a new paradigm of
holistic COPD management: the concept that prevention of future
risk is of equal and complementary importance to a COPD patient
as the immediate impact of treating symptoms. These terms result
from extensive discussions between the international group of
authors of this article, who have evaluated and considered many
terms and terminologies in order to select the best way to present
their joint concept.

Optimal COPD care
Currently, guidelines address the importance of treatment to
reduce symptoms and prevent exacerbations (see Figure 1). The
latest issue of the Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung
Disease (GOLD) guidelines4 states, “Management of COPD
continues to be presented in four components: 1) Assess and
Monitor Disease, 2) Reduce Risk Factors, 3) Manage Stable COPD
and 4) Manage Exacerbations.” These terms reflect current disease
state, which may have beneficial effects in the future. However,
there is no clear distinction between current and future
management goals with respect to today’s implementation and
future risk reduction. There is considerable knowledge of how to
minimise the current impact of COPD on a patient’s activities of
daily living and quality of life, but we need more insight about

which ongoing factors determine future outcomes and which
treatments may help to minimise the future negative impacts of
these factors. 

To implement a management strategy aiming at improving
future outcomes in COPD it is necessary to define the following: 
1) Which outcomes are targeted – for example, reduction of

exacerbation risk and medication side effects, prevention of
future co-morbidities, COPD complications, loss of health
status, lung function and structure, and/or mortality. 

2) Which factors determine each future outcome. 
3) Which combination of these risk factors has greater predictive

ability than any individual measure. 
4) Which effective interventions influence these factors with an

ultimately meaningful impact on long-term clinical outcomes. 
Many contributing factors – such as genetics/

pharmacogenomics, epigenomics, and downstream molecular
and cellular mechanisms – are currently unknown or not
quantified, and may provide opportunities to enhance the value of
algorithms defining the short-term and long-term natural history
or potential disease-modifying or adverse effects of specific
therapeutics. Addressing both aspects in ‘optimal COPD care’ will
enhance our understanding of these relationships (see Figure 2).

Figure 1.  Present guidelines have elements of good
COPD control.

Figure 2.  Achieving optimal COPD care encompasses
present and future management goals.

COPD management goal of today

Optimal COPD care
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Best current control  
Following initial clinical assessment for potential COPD it is
important to identify patient characteristics that are important
determinants of disease impact and other factors that contribute
to disease severity (see Figure 3). There may be one or more
reasons for a patient to seek healthcare, including COPD
symptoms, respiratory tract infection, smoking-related symptoms,
general health, co-morbidities, or disease-related complications
(weight loss, right heart failure, depression, deconditioning). As a
next step, demographic, historical and clinical characteristics, and
objective measures like lung function and physical activity11 should
be established (Figure 3). Disease impact on an individual’s daily life
and well-being, as well as co-morbidities, complications, and
medication use, should be evaluated.4

Based on these initial assessments, an early general decision
can be made to provide optimal management for the presenting
symptoms, addressing immediate patient needs (as perceived both
by the patient and the clinician) and including a range of strategies
of which many have impact and benefits beyond the patient’s
short-term requirements. Immediate management options may
include smoking cessation, pharmacological treatment,
rehabilitation, education and psychological support, oxygen
therapy, and surgical intervention (as appropriate), in addition to
management of co-morbidities and complications,4 all with the
intention of attaining a patient’s best possible current health
status. To achieve this, a management approach focusing on day-
to-day goals must be tailored to the level of disease severity and
impact, and patient needs.

After a patient’s initial presentation, clinicians should follow
and evaluate the patient’s current status, including symptoms,
treatment type, reliever use, daily activities, health status, lung
function, co-morbidities/complications, and any change in the
initially-assessed patient characteristics (Figure 3). Air trapping,12

hyperresponsiveness,13 and inflammatory or genetic markers,14

though  currently not appropriate in general practice or not
available/validated, may also be assessed during follow-up to
elucidate factors contributing to symptoms and optimal therapy.
Together, these factors should guide physicians in designing a
management plan aimed at achieving best current control.

Elements that constitute a patient’s best current control status
should be evaluated at every visit in order to guide future
management; that is, it is an iterative process.

Future risk reduction
Managing this pillar of the optimal COPD care concept is
challenging. However, careful consideration of each patient’s
long-term outcomes is critically important, and risk reduction
should be an integral part of COPD management. The future
impact of COPD encompasses exacerbations, medication side
effects, co-morbidities and complications, loss of health status,
lung function and lung structure, and mortality (Figure 3). All
these future outcomes are risk-related; that is, there is a certain
probability of their occurrence. These risks can be categorical
(exacerbation risk and mortality) or measurable only over long
periods of time (rate of health status/lung function decline).
Management of future risk reduction should then be based on

Figure 3. Optimal COPD care.  This graphic illustrates the detailed interplay between patient characteristics, the two
pillars ‘best current control’ and ‘future risk reduction’, and the elements that may comprise a tailored COPD
management plan.

Optimal COPD care
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information gathered from patient characteristics and best
current control, combined with treatment options that
successfully reduce future risks – for example, smoking cessation
for lung function decline,3 pharmacological treatment for
exacerbations,4 and pulmonary rehabilitation for hospital
admissions and physical condition. Elucidation of predictive
(bio)markers is urgently needed in order to facilitate the
development of real disease-modifying medication(s) addressing
components of the future risk reduction domains.

Aiming for both best current control
and future risk reduction to achieve
optimal COPD care 
A key initial assumption for this concept is that optimising
best current control at all times is beneficial, bearing in mind
that the magnitude of benefit achieved is dependent on
COPD severity and heterogeneity, the target outcome
measurement, and on the adverse effects of medications that
need to be minimised.

Another key assumption is that best current control
influences future risk and, if achieved, significantly reduces the
unnecessary physician contacts, emergency room visits or
hospitalisations, and the deterioration in physiological and
health status that characterise COPD. Consequently, the
opposite assumption should also hold true: poor control today
predicts increased risk for disease progression, morbidity, and
mortality. Although logical and intuitively appealing, both these
hypotheses need to be more thoroughly researched. Today,
evidence supporting the concept of the optimal COPD care
paradigm is insufficient to be incorporated into clinical practice
in all aspects, particularly since we have limited insights into this
approach at an individual patient level.

Exacerbations as an example of the link
between best current control and future
risk reduction 
Acute exacerbations represent a major cause of health status
decline and healthcare utilisation in COPD.5,6,15-18 Recent studies
suggest that exacerbation risk is related to previous exacerbation
history, physical activity levels, presence of particular co-
morbidities such as gastro-oesophageal reflux, and disease
severity.19 Current therapies are known to decrease the frequency
of these future exacerbation events.17,18 Therefore, treatment of
exacerbations exemplifies the first part of our proposed
paradigm; that is, current treatment is warranted independent of
its impact on ‘best current control’ and rather as a target for
‘future risk reduction’. This is also exemplified by the insight that
the combination of long-acting bronchodilators with inhaled
corticosteroids reduces exacerbations and that those treated
with placebo have a larger dropout rate due to lack of effective
treatment. We need studies in general practice to assess which

phenotype best predicts this benefit on an individual level and
which treatment type is the best at preventing new
exacerbations. This signifies the importance of the proposed
paradigm and should be applied to other disease characteristics
or co-morbidities that may not be associated with current
symptoms. 

Is the available data on exacerbations sufficient to bring the
‘optimal COPD care’ concept to clinical practice? Not fully, since
treatment may reduce the number of exacerbations but not
necessarily affect lung function decline in the same patient. In
addition, even if this is the case in a subset of COPD patients,7,8

it is not clear which characteristics predict this response. This also
holds true for mortality as a future risk: here we have information
that a composite measure such as the BODE index predicts
mortality better than airflow obstruction alone and at the same
time predicts future exacerbations.20 Whether other composite
scores are superior to BODE, and whether this differs with other
future outcomes, is still unknown.

Thus, depending on the outcome under study, we need
greater insight into ways to improve COPD management for
now and in the future. This may require studies in large groups
of patients characterised for many different phenotypes and
followed for some years, applying a Bayesian approach to gather
information in order to elucidate the best combination of clinical,
physiological, morphological, molecular, or cellular characteristics
that reflect the best prognostic risk or therapeutic response
indicator for each outcome domain. Also, additional information
is required to identify which treatments can potentially reduce
certain risk factors.

Clinical research needed
We need more insight in several clinical categories that impact
on current and future outcomes of COPD in order to fill the
knowledge gaps regarding the interplay between the two
domains of optimal COPD care, ‘best current control’ and ‘future
risk reduction’. Such categories include family history, symptoms
like sputum expectoration, variability in lung function and clinical
expression over days/weeks, health status, lung status (including
lung function and structural changes), co-morbidities and
complications, smoking cessation, and inflammatory/genomic
markers. Questions to be answered for each category are: 
● what is the role of each current clinical target and its

predictive contribution to ‘best current control’ and ‘future
risk reduction’ (preferably both)? 

● how can these factors be tackled by each specific
intervention and what is the effect size? 

● how much heterogeneity is there in these responses, and is it
predictable in individuals with particular clinical profiles? 
Designing research studies to interrogate and inform

clinicians in order to fill these knowledge gaps will refine our
understanding of disease predictors and their modification in the
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context of optimal COPD management.
Accepting and including this concept of current and future

management of COPD is a practical challenge for clinicians,
researchers, health managers, government regulators and
pharmaceutical companies. Implementation of this concept,
combined with careful recording and analysis of outcomes, may
lead to a better understanding of COPD heterogeneity and in
turn lead to optimised disease management and reduction in
future adverse outcomes. Research on relationships between
current control and future risk in COPD is needed urgently to
inform such a strategy.
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